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My	Own	Personal	Journey	–	
Influenced	by	Many	

•  B.	S.	Mechanical	Engineering,	1983	
Ø  Rice	University	
Ø  Interested	in	manned	space	flight	and	airplanes	

•  M.	S.	/	PhD.	AeronauWcs	and	AstronauWcs,	1984/1989	
Ø  Stanford	University,	(Bob	MacCormack)	
Ø  Interested	in	CFD	

•  Government	Laboratory,	1984-1993	
Ø  U.	S.	Army	Aeroflightdynamics	Laboratory	(Jim	McCroskey)	
Ø  How	about	rotorcra:?	Sure,	they	sound	interes?ng!	
Ø  ONERA	(Six	months	in	1990	w/	Jean	Prieur)	

•  University	of	Maryland,	1993-present	
Ø  Aerospace	Engineering	-	Alfred	Gessow	RotorcraJ	Center	
Ø  Wanted	someone	in	rotorcra:	CFD	or	Acous?cs.	How	about	both?	
Ø  Also	CFD	Development,	UAV,	Wind	Turbines,	Design	

Ø NIA	Associate	Langley	Professor,	2017	



Overall	MoWvaWon	

•  RotorcraJ	have	complicated	aerodynamic	flowfields	
Ø  Transonics,	reverse	flow	
Ø  VorWcal	wake,	dynamic	stall	and	eddies	
Ø  Fuselage,	hub	and	tail	interacWons	

Ø  Coupled	to	structural	deformaWon,	trim,	aeroacousWcs	
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Background	

• RotorcraJ	CFD	in	1985	
•  Has	it	really	been	30+	years?	

UH-60A rotor in NFAC Sikorsky X2TD 

McCroskey	and	Baeder 



Background	

• 1985:	Steady	2-D	Airfoil	
• Many	SimplificaWons!	

•  Fully	turbulent,	thin-layer	
•  Algebraic	turbulence	model	
•  Nearly	fully	aeached	

•  But	…	
•  Transonic	effects	at	moderate	
AoA	predicted!	

McCroskey	and	Baeder 

LiH	and	Drag	Polars 

LiH	curve	slope 

Drag	using	transonic	similarity 



Background	

• 1985:	Vortex	Interac?on	
• Many	SimplificaWons!	

•  Prescribed	line	vortex	
•  2-D	Airfoil	or	an	Isolated	Single	(Otherwise	Non-liJing)	Blade	

•  If	compare	w/	Experiment	in	3-D	
•  Reasonable	agreement!	

McCroskey,	Srinivasan	and	Baeder 



But,	recall	

•  RotorcraJ	have	complicated	aerodynamic	flowfields	
Ø  Transonics,	reverse	flow	
Ø  VorWcal	wake,	dynamic	stall	and	eddies	
Ø  Fuselage,	hub	and	tail	interacWons	

Ø  Coupled	to	structural	deformaWon,	trim,	aeroacousWcs	
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•  RotorcraJ	have	complicated	aerodynamic	flowfields	
Ø  Transonics,		



•  1990’s:	Two	strategies	for	predicWng	rotor	
wake	geometry	and	induced	velociWes	

• Wake	coupling	(hybrid	Eulerian/Lagrangian)	
Ø  CFD	solves	only	the	near-body	flowfield	
Ø  Single	blade	sufficient	for	steady	flight	
Ø  Captures	near	wake	formaWon/evoluWon	
Ø  Lagrangian	free-vortex	wake	(FV-W)	model	

coupled	to	CFD	using	field	velocity	approach	or	
modifying	outer	boundary	condiWon	

• Wake	capturing	(all	Eulerian)	
Ø  Solve	both	near-body	and	off-body	flowfield	
Ø  Grid	resoluWon	criWcal	in	preserving	vorWcity	

So,	need	to	include	Rotor	Wake	
Blade mesh 

Free-vortex wake 

Overset mesh for  
wake capturing 



Also,	need	for	CFD/CSD	Coupling	

• Major	advance	as	part	of	UH-60	Workshop	(early	2000’s)	
Ø  High-speed	moderate	thrust	

Ø  Transonic	flow	on	advancing	side	
Ø  Improved	unsteady	pitch	moments	
Ø  Improved	aeroelasWc	twist	
Ø  Improved	liJ	predicWons	
Ø  Improved	vibratory	loads	
Ø  Flap	bending/pitch-link	loads	

Ø Moderate-speed	high	thrust	
Ø  Dynamic	stalls	on	retrea:ng	side	
Ø  CFD	also	improved	predic:on	

Ø  Pull-up	maneuver	
Ø  Mul:ple	dynamic	stall	events	
Ø  CFD	also	improved	predic:on	

• Lift Phase error 
resolved

• Vibratory air loads 
resolved

• Transonic pitching 
moments captured

• Accurate peak -to-peak 
pitch link loads

Key Physics -
1.  elastic twist driven by               
unsteady transonic pitching 
moments near tip                         
2.  inboard wake interaction
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• DARPA	Helicopter	QuieWng	Program	(HQP)	(mid	00’s)	
Ø  PredicWon	(before	test!)	
Ø  Boeing	SMART	Rotor	w/TE	Flap	

Ø  To	reduce	in-plane	noise	
Ø Mesh	System	

Ø  C-O	mesh	
Ø  257x257x65	points	
Ø  Integrated	flap	–	gap	flow	not	modeled	

Ø  Average	at	gap	

SMART blade planform 

SMART CFD grid  

SMART Flap deformations  

Need	for	AcWve	Devices	



Boeing	SMART	Rotor	
on	Hover	Stand	

Computed	Pressure	DistribuAon	in	Forward	Flight	
w/	3/rev	TEF	ActuaAon	

CT/σ = 0.075, µ = 0.3, α = −9.1°; δ = 2°sin(3ψ+240)

Flow	Field:	SMART	Blade	w/	TE	Flap	

NOTE:		
•  Movie	in	the	blade	rotaWon	frame,	unsteady	lag	
•  Unsteady	sucWon	peak	near	leading	edge,	strong	3/rev	
•  Can	noWce	beginning	of	trailing	edge	flap	



Computed	AcousAc	Pressures	at	Microphone	#13	
CT/σ = 0.075, µ = 0.3, α = −9.1°; δ = 2°sin(3ψ+240)

Total Pressure

Loading Noise

Anti-noise 
Waveform

Baseline w/o TEFs
With TEF actuation

4dB Noise Reduction
Due to Rotor Elastic Twist!

Thickness Noise

AcousWcs:	SMART	Blade	w/	TE	Flap	



UM Built HQP tools 
(HUSH)

•  Suite	of	CFD	tools	for	CFD/CSD	coupling	from	HQP	(HUSH)	
–  CFD	Tools:	UMTURNS,	OVERTURNS	
–  Loosely	coupled	to	CSD	(UMARC)	
–  AcousWc	module	propagates	surface	or	off-surface	data	
–  Python	used	to	couple	various	disciplines:	can	replace	CFD	/	CSD	

•  5	rotor	configuraWons		
–  14	flight	condiWons	
–  Extensive	validaWon	with	test	data	

•  ArWculated	rotors	
–  UH-60A	(including	high	µ	and	stall)	
–  DNW	model	test	rotor	

•  Hingeless	rotors	
–  HART	II	model	rotor	

•  Bearingless	rotors	
– MDART	(pre-producWon	MD900)	
–  SMART	(MDART	with	TEFs)	

Predict	performance,	vibraAons,	structural	loads,	acousAcs		

SUmb/CDP/UMARC 
C9017 data 

UMARC 

Overall	UMD	RotorcraJ		
CFD/CSD	CapabiliWes	as	of	2010	



MoWvaWon	since	2010	

•  So,	CFD/CSD	is	becoming	an	established	tool	for	
analyzing	tradiWonal	helicopters	…	

•  But,	need	to	simulate	next	generaWon	helicopters	
Ø  Renewed	interest	in	slowed	rotors	as	a	poten?al	solu?on	

for	high-speed,	edgewise-rotor	compound	helicopters	
Ø  Compound	helicopters	(li:ing	surfaces,	auxiliary	

propulsion)	with	mul?ple	rotor	systems	and	fuselage	

	
• With	next	generaWon	physics	and	numerics!	

Ø  Compliments	comprehensive	analysis	and	experiment	

UH-60A rotor in NFAC Sikorsky X2TD 



ObjecWves	and	Overall	Approach	

•  SystemaWcally	improve	rotorcraJ	CFD	simulaWons	
Ø  Incorporate	more	relevant	physics	

Ø  MulW-Disciplinary	(AeroacousWcs,	CFD/CSD/trim,	parWcles,	etc.)	
Ø  MulW-Fidelity	(Wake	coupling	to	Lagrangian	FVW,	etc.)	
Ø  Servos	(flaps,	slats,	morphing,	etc.)	and	flow	control	(ZMSJ)	
Ø  MulW-scales	(transiWon,	large	eddies,	vorWces,	etc.)	

Ø  Handle	more	complex	geometries	
Ø  MulW-rotor	systems	(quad	Wlt-rotor,	coaxial,	etc.)	
Ø  MulW-scales	(boundary	layers,	eddies,	vorWces,	etc.)	
Ø  Complicated	surfaces	(fuselage,	hub,	boom,	tail,	wings,	etc.)	

Ø Use	emerging	compuWng	architectures,	concepts	
Ø  MulW-core,	GPGPU,	etc.	
Ø  Uncertainty	QuanWficaWon,	Adjoint	for	adaptaWon,	design,	ML	

• How	to	accomplish	this?	
Hard	work,	fast	computers,	cleverness	and	new	algorithms!	

NoAonal	X2	



Detailed	Approach	in	2010	

•  Include	More	Complicated	Physics	
Ø  AeroacousWcs	

Ø  Couple	to	FW-H	equa?ons	for	BVI	and	HSI	

Ø Nearly	incompressible	flow	
Ø  Low	Mach	modifica?on	to	dissipa?on	term	

Ø  Fluid/	Structures/	Trim	
Ø  Loose	(periodic)	and	?ght	(every	?me	step)	coupling	
Ø  Feedback	CFD	fuselage	forces	

Ø  VorWcal	Wakes/	BVI/	Gusts/	ParWcles	
Ø  Improve	ability	to	resolve	more	scales;	hybrid	Eulerian/Lagrangian	

Ø  LE	Slats/	TE	Flaps/	ZeroMassSyntheWcJets/	FluidicOscillators		
Ø  Use	overset	meshes	and/or	simplified	boundary	condi?ons	

Ø  Laminar/	Turbulent	TransiWon	
Ø  Include	extra	transport	equa?ons	to	model	transi?on	

Ø  Large	Eddies	
Ø  Hybrid	RANS	/	LES	

RANS	
	

HART	II	Rotor	
	

FV-W	

SC1095	at	
14°	AoA	



AddiWonal	Approach	Since	2015	

•  Complex	Geometries	
Ø Need	to	handle	relaWve	moWon	of	bodies	

Ø  Overset	Meshes		-	Moving	flaps,	Coaxial	rotor	

Ø Need	to	handle	mulWple	scales	in	the	wake	
Ø  Vortex	Tracking	Grids	

Ø Need	to	handle	complicated	surfaces	
Ø  Unstructured	meshes	
	

•  Emerging	Architectures,	Beyond	TradiWonal	CFD	
Ø Need	to	examine	emerging	architectures	

Ø  GPGPU	programming,	python	for	infrastructure	
Ø  Heterogeneous	parallel	compu?ng	

Ø  Beyond	tradiWonal	one-off	CFD	
Ø  Uncertainty	Quan?fica?on	
Ø  Adjoint	for	op?miza?on	
Ø  Machine	learning	

UH-60	w/	dynamic	
leading-edge	slat	



Outline	of	Recent	Work	

• Algorithms	and	Programming	
Ø  Compact	Reconstruc?on	Weighted	Essen?ally	Non-Oscillatory	
Ø  Implicit	Hole	Cuhng	/	Overset	/	Vortex	Tracking	Grids	
Ø  GPGPU	programming,	Par?cles	

•  “Unstructured”	Meshing	
Ø  Hamiltonian	Paths	/	Strands	
Ø  Quadrilateral	/	Hexahedral	Meshing	
Ø  GPGPU	programming,	Python	for	infrastructure	

•  Fluid	Physics	
Ø  Laminar/Turbulent	TransiAon	Modeling,	Adverse	Pressure	Gradient	
Ø  Delayed	Detached	Eddy	SimulaAon	(DDES)	and	length	scales	

•  Beyond	Tradi:onal	CFD	
Ø Uncertainty	Quan?fica?on	
Ø  Adjoints	on	GPU	

Mt = 0.3  
Reλ = 50

Iso-surfaces of 2nd invariant of 
velocity tensor, colored by 

vorticity magnitude

Shock	Turbulence	Interac?on	



Mo?va?on:	Compact	Reconstruc?on	

Why	Compact	ReconstrucWon?	
Ø High	order	accuracy	with	smaller	stencils	
Ø Beeer	spectral	resoluWon	than	explicit	reconstrucWon	(bandwidth)	
Ø Lower	dissipa:on	at	resolved	frequencies	
Ø Taylor	series	error	order	of	magnitude	lower	



5th	Order	CRWENO	scheme	(r=3)	
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Behavior across discontinuity çè  Behavior across hole cut
     (Non-physical values appear as a discontinuity)
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RANS 
MUSCL 

2-D DDES 
MUSCL 

RANS 
CRWENO 

2-D DDES 
CRWENO 

Resolves 
much 
richer 

features 

Vor?city	Near	Bokom	of		
Plunging	Airfoil	



Harrington	Single	Rotor	
• Comparison	of	MUSCL3	to	CRWENO5	
Ø  Tip	vortex	remains	Wghter	with	CRWENO5	despite	stretching	
Ø  Performance	unchanged	(thrust,	power,	FM)	

Ø  Mesh	originally	developed	for	performance	
MUSCL3	 CRWENO5	

CRWENO5	

MUSCL3	



Brownout	–	MulW-fidelity/physics	

•  Brownout	–	a	serious	problem	
afflicWng	rotorcraJ	operaWng	
in	ground	effect	

	
•  Sediment	parWcles	of	different	

sizes	and	weights	get	entrained	
into	the	rotor	wake	

	
•  Dust	cloud	signatures	vary	

from	one	rotorcraJ	to	the	
other		

	
•  Experimentally	simulaWng	full-

scale	rotor	configuraWons	in	
ground	effect	can	be	difficult	

Want	various	levels	of	fidelity/cost	–	Modular	Framework!	



Flow	Field:		
Micro-scale	Rotor	IGE	in	Hover	

Computed	Vor?city	Contours	

Computed	Q-criteria	

Experimental	Flow	Visualiza?on	

Wake	capturing	
•  Able	to	maintain	Wp	vortex	to	ground	
•  Overset	vortex	tracking	mesh	system	
•  Vortex	wandering	and	instability	
•  Some	separated	flow	on	the	ground	



	Sub-Scale	Rotor	Blade	Tips	

ComputaAonal	blade	Aps		Experimental	blade	Aps		

Rotor	Wps	for	sub-scale	rotor	



Background	
mesh	

Vortex	Tracking	
grid	

Funnel	shaped	
grid	

Cross	secWonal	area	
of	full	mesh	system		

Background	
mesh	

Vortex	Tracking	
grid	

Funnel	shaped	
grid	

•  61.82 million mesh pts. 

•  240 processors on 
DOD’s Copper system    

1-Bladed	Sub-scale	Rotor	Mesh	System		



Compare	Turbulence	Levels	of		
Both	Rotor	Regimes	(RANS)	

•  Micro-scale	rotor	shows	laminar	vortex	cores;	expected	
theoreWcally	from	sub-scale	rotor	

•  Higher	turbulence	levels	lead	to	excessive	diffusion	of	vorWces		
•  Need	to	explore	higher	fidelity	methods	than	RANS		

Micro-scale	rotor	 Sub-scale	rotor	

Contour	levels	different	for	illustraAon		



Delayed	Detached	Eddy	SimulaWons	(DDES)		

•  Length	scale	modificaWon	required		
					for	anistropic	grids		

•  Suggested	by	Scos	et	al.	(1993)	 Vortex	Tracking	Grid		

Length	scale	modificaWon		

•  a1,a2	aspect	raWo	of	grids	

•  DDES	 length	 scale	 modificaWon	
based	on	isotropic	grids		

•  Azimuthal	spacing	=	0.16c,	verWcal	
						And	horizontal	spacing	=	0.01c		
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SA-DDES	Predicted	Turbulence	levels		

•  SA-RANS	order	of	magnitude	higher	levels	compared	to	SA-DDES	
	

•  Vortex	centers	have	laminar	cores;	theore?cal	expecta?on		

SA-RANS		 SA-DDES	(Hybrid	RANS/LES)	

Contour	levels	different	for	illustra?on		

Micro-scale	rotor	 Sub-scale	rotor	



RANS 

Computational 
Experimental 

Core	Radius	Growth		
w/	SA-DDES	Method	

•  Rectangular	Wp	predicWons	show	proper	diffusion	of	core	radius		
•  Using	DDES	w/	correct	length	scale	

•  Sloeed	Wp	shows	more	diffusion	of	core	radius	
•  ~	5x	size	of	rectangular	vortex	core	at	400°	wake	age	
•  Vortex	strength	decreased	as	well	

Y-axis	different	for	illustra?on		

DDES 

Rectangular 

Computational 
Experimental 

Slotted 

DDES 



Flow	field	VisualizaWon	at	Blade	Tips	

•  Higher	turbulent	
levels	in	Wp	vortex	
for	sloeed	Wp		

•  Also	injects	
momentum	(not	
shown)	

Turbulence	levels	near	wake	
 

Rectangular Slotted 

Contour	levels	different	for	illustraAon		

SloLed	

•  Sloeed	Wp	
diffuses	the	Wp	
vortex	at	early	
wake	ages		

VorWcity	magnitude	near	wake		

 



MulW-Fidelity	SimulaWon:	Brownout	
•  Methodology: In	the	interest	of	computaWonal	efficiency,	a	grid-based	RANS	
solver	is	used	to	model	the	flow	near	viscous	surfaces	(rotor	blade,	ground	plane)	
while	a	free-wake	model	(FVM)	is	used	to	model	the	rest	of	the	domain	

Schema?c	showing	the	coupling	of	RANS	and	FVM	 Near-blade	RANS	solver	captures	?p-vortex	forma?on	

Predicted	vor?city	distribu?on	near	the	
							ground	plane	(subscale	rotor)	

	Vortex		
Trapping	

	Sediment		
			Waves	

Sediment	waves	in	simula?ons	(micro-rotor)	



ParWcle	Tracking	Algorithm	

•  Lagrangian	parWcle	tracking	algorithm	developed	by	Syal	et	al.	
-  Bagnold-like	model	for	entrainment	based	on	fricWon	velocity	
-  ParWcles	assumed	to	be	perfect	spheres	for	drag	
-  ParWcle	convecWon	using	2nd	-	order	RK	scheme	
-  ParWcle	collisions	and	unsteady	pressure	effects	not	represented		
-  Each	parWcle	mapped	to	a	GPU	thread	for	convecWon	

	

Any	par?cle	sa?sfying	the	fric?on	velocity	threshold	is	
given	an	angled	velocity	impulse	



GPGPU	CompuWng	

Ø  GPU	using	CUDA:	ParallelizaWon	of	Compressible	URANS	
–  Structured,	cell-centered,finite-volume,	compressible	NS	solver											

wrieen	in	CUDA	
Ini:alize	

Transfer	data	
onto	GPU	

Set	boundary	
condi:ons	

Explicit	
Recon?	

Explicit	Recon	(WENO)	Implicit	Recon	
(CRWENO)	

ROE	Flux	

Viscous	Flux	

Update	
Explicit?	

Euler	Explicit	Euler	implicit	(DADI)	

Compute	Residual	

A	

Conver
ged?	

Transfer	data	
back	to	CPU	

File	I/O	

Yes 

No 

A	

Yes No 

No Yes 
–  Roe’s	approximate	Riemann	

solver	for	inviscid	fluxes	
•  MUSCL,	WENO,	CRWENO	for	

reconstrucWon	

–  Second	order	viscous	fluxes	
–  Spalart	Allmaras	turbulence	

model	for	RANS	closure	
–  TVD-RK3,	Euler	Implicit	(with	

Diagonalized	AlternaWng	
DirecWon	Implicit)	for	Wme-
stepping	

Flow	chart	

Tridiagonal solve along line on each core, 
but formation at each point on each core 



Outline	of	Recent	Work	

Lift (lb) 

Azimuth (deg) 

•  Algorithms	and	Programming	
Ø  Compact	ReconstrucAon	Weighted	EssenAally	Non-Oscillatory	
Ø  Implicit	Hole	Cubng	/	Overset	/	Vortex	Tracking	Grids	
Ø  GPGPU	programming,	ParAcles	

•  “Unstructured”	Meshing	
Ø  Hamiltonian	Paths	/	Strands	
Ø Quadrilateral	/	Hexahedral	Meshing	
Ø  GPGPU	programming,	Python	for	infrastructure	

•  Fluid	Physics	
Ø  Laminar/Turbulent	TransiAon	Modeling,	Adverse	Pressure	Gradient	
Ø  Delayed	Detached	Eddy	SimulaAon	(DDES)	and	length	scales	

•  Beyond	Tradi:onal	CFD	
Ø Uncertainty	Quan?fica?on	
Ø  Adjoints	on	GPU	
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Figure 1: Quad meshes categories. A: regular; B: semi-regular; C: valence semi-regular; D1-D2: unstructured (D2 being more
irregular than D1).

the majority of facets are quadrilaterals, while there may be
a small fraction of non-quadrilateral facets, typically trian-
gles and/or pentagons. An internal vertex in a quad mesh
is regular if it has valence 4. For quad meshes, three types
of regular boundary vertices can be distinguished. A regular
non-corner boundary vertex of a quad mesh has valence 3,
and convex/concave corner boundary vertex have valences
2 and 4 respectively. A vertex v that is not regular is called
irregular, or extraordinary.

There is a natural relation between quad meshes and cross
fields, i.e. an assignment of a pair of directions to each sur-
face point: a cross field may be regarded as a quad mesh with
infinitely small quads with edges aligned with cross field di-
rections. Several mathematical notions relevant to the anal-
ysis of continuous cross fields can be used in the context of
quad meshes. The index theory classifies the singularities of
a vector field and studies their relation with the topology of
the underlying manifold (see [Yau05] for a historical per-
spective). Similar theory exists for cross fields ([RVLL08]).
In quad mesh context, field singularities correspond to the
extraordinary vertices of quad meshes. Another important
concept in the vector and cross field setting is separatrices,
i.e. integral lines starting at singularities. In the cases when
all separatrices also end at singularities, they define a natural
partition of the manifold. The quad mesh counterpart of a
separatrix corresponds to a path of edges connecting an ex-
traordinary vertex to another extraordinary vertex or bound-
ary (see Fig. 18 and Sec. 4.3.1 for more details).

Quad meshes can be loosely classified into several classes,
based on the degree of regularity (Figure 1):

• A regular mesh, or a geometry image [GGH02], can be
globally mapped to a rectangular subset of a square tiling,
Regular meshes have a limited scope of applicability as
these are suitable for surfaces of disk or toroidal topol-
ogy only (a toroidal topology mesh can be obtained by
identifying the opposite sides of a regular mesh without
introducing irregular vertices).

• A quad mesh is semi-regular if it is obtained by gluing,
in a conforming way, several regular 2D arrays of quads
side to side. Each such regular submesh is called a patch,

and the number of patches is assumed to be much smaller
than the total number of facets. In the context of FEM,
a semi-regular mesh is called a multi-block grid (blocks
corresponding to patches). In a semi-regular quad mesh,
all vertices that are internal to patches or lie along their
boundary edges are regular, while only vertices that lie at
corners of patches may possibly be extraordinary. Semi-
regular meshes represent the most important class in terms
of applications.

• A quad mesh is valence semi-regular if most of its ver-
tices have valence 4. All semi-regular meshes are valence
semi-regular, but not every valence semi-regular mesh can
be partitioned into a small number of patches. While most
authors conform to the definition of semi-regular given
above, some authors use the term semi-regular to refer to
valence semi-regular. However, the distinction is impor-
tant as the difference between these two classes can be
really dramatic (see Sec. 4.3) and has a significant impact
on possible applications. Differentiating these two classes
of quad meshes allows us to differentiate more precisely
the algorithms that aim at producing meshes with a patch
structure, from those algorithms that minimize the num-
ber of irregular vertices only.

• A quad mesh is unstructured if a large fraction of its ver-
tices are irregular. An unstructured mesh is obtained for
instance from splitting each facet of an arbitrary triangle
mesh into three quads.

Note that, while the first class has a precise definition,
there is a continuum of meshes joining the other three
classes. The two parameters of this continuum are the num-
ber of irregular vertices and the minimal number of patches
the mesh can be partitioned into. Starting from an unstruc-
tured mesh (most vertices are irregular), and decreasing the
number of irregular vertices, results in a transition to a va-
lence semi-regular mesh. A valence semi-regular mesh may
have a large minimal number of patches (which can be ob-
tained by partitioning the mesh along all separatrices); mod-
ifying the valence semi-regular mesh structure to reduce the
number of patches leads to a semi-regular mesh. For any
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More	points	with	valence	
of	3,	5	or	6	–		

Easiest to cluster, 
not too bad 

Unstructured 

Structured solver techniques (lines) can be used on Unstructured Meshes 
                 (If All Quads!) 

MoWvaWon	–	All	Quadrilateral	Meshing	
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Figure 1: Quad meshes categories. A: regular; B: semi-regular; C: valence semi-regular; D1-D2: unstructured (D2 being more
irregular than D1).

the majority of facets are quadrilaterals, while there may be
a small fraction of non-quadrilateral facets, typically trian-
gles and/or pentagons. An internal vertex in a quad mesh
is regular if it has valence 4. For quad meshes, three types
of regular boundary vertices can be distinguished. A regular
non-corner boundary vertex of a quad mesh has valence 3,
and convex/concave corner boundary vertex have valences
2 and 4 respectively. A vertex v that is not regular is called
irregular, or extraordinary.

There is a natural relation between quad meshes and cross
fields, i.e. an assignment of a pair of directions to each sur-
face point: a cross field may be regarded as a quad mesh with
infinitely small quads with edges aligned with cross field di-
rections. Several mathematical notions relevant to the anal-
ysis of continuous cross fields can be used in the context of
quad meshes. The index theory classifies the singularities of
a vector field and studies their relation with the topology of
the underlying manifold (see [Yau05] for a historical per-
spective). Similar theory exists for cross fields ([RVLL08]).
In quad mesh context, field singularities correspond to the
extraordinary vertices of quad meshes. Another important
concept in the vector and cross field setting is separatrices,
i.e. integral lines starting at singularities. In the cases when
all separatrices also end at singularities, they define a natural
partition of the manifold. The quad mesh counterpart of a
separatrix corresponds to a path of edges connecting an ex-
traordinary vertex to another extraordinary vertex or bound-
ary (see Fig. 18 and Sec. 4.3.1 for more details).

Quad meshes can be loosely classified into several classes,
based on the degree of regularity (Figure 1):

• A regular mesh, or a geometry image [GGH02], can be
globally mapped to a rectangular subset of a square tiling,
Regular meshes have a limited scope of applicability as
these are suitable for surfaces of disk or toroidal topol-
ogy only (a toroidal topology mesh can be obtained by
identifying the opposite sides of a regular mesh without
introducing irregular vertices).

• A quad mesh is semi-regular if it is obtained by gluing,
in a conforming way, several regular 2D arrays of quads
side to side. Each such regular submesh is called a patch,

and the number of patches is assumed to be much smaller
than the total number of facets. In the context of FEM,
a semi-regular mesh is called a multi-block grid (blocks
corresponding to patches). In a semi-regular quad mesh,
all vertices that are internal to patches or lie along their
boundary edges are regular, while only vertices that lie at
corners of patches may possibly be extraordinary. Semi-
regular meshes represent the most important class in terms
of applications.

• A quad mesh is valence semi-regular if most of its ver-
tices have valence 4. All semi-regular meshes are valence
semi-regular, but not every valence semi-regular mesh can
be partitioned into a small number of patches. While most
authors conform to the definition of semi-regular given
above, some authors use the term semi-regular to refer to
valence semi-regular. However, the distinction is impor-
tant as the difference between these two classes can be
really dramatic (see Sec. 4.3) and has a significant impact
on possible applications. Differentiating these two classes
of quad meshes allows us to differentiate more precisely
the algorithms that aim at producing meshes with a patch
structure, from those algorithms that minimize the num-
ber of irregular vertices only.

• A quad mesh is unstructured if a large fraction of its ver-
tices are irregular. An unstructured mesh is obtained for
instance from splitting each facet of an arbitrary triangle
mesh into three quads.

Note that, while the first class has a precise definition,
there is a continuum of meshes joining the other three
classes. The two parameters of this continuum are the num-
ber of irregular vertices and the minimal number of patches
the mesh can be partitioned into. Starting from an unstruc-
tured mesh (most vertices are irregular), and decreasing the
number of irregular vertices, results in a transition to a va-
lence semi-regular mesh. A valence semi-regular mesh may
have a large minimal number of patches (which can be ob-
tained by partitioning the mesh along all separatrices); mod-
ifying the valence semi-regular mesh structure to reduce the
number of patches leads to a semi-regular mesh. For any
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MulW-Block	Structured	

Valence	not	necessarily	4	at	
corners	of	blocks	–	

Fairly intensive to generate, 
harder to locally cluster 
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irregular than D1).

the majority of facets are quadrilaterals, while there may be
a small fraction of non-quadrilateral facets, typically trian-
gles and/or pentagons. An internal vertex in a quad mesh
is regular if it has valence 4. For quad meshes, three types
of regular boundary vertices can be distinguished. A regular
non-corner boundary vertex of a quad mesh has valence 3,
and convex/concave corner boundary vertex have valences
2 and 4 respectively. A vertex v that is not regular is called
irregular, or extraordinary.

There is a natural relation between quad meshes and cross
fields, i.e. an assignment of a pair of directions to each sur-
face point: a cross field may be regarded as a quad mesh with
infinitely small quads with edges aligned with cross field di-
rections. Several mathematical notions relevant to the anal-
ysis of continuous cross fields can be used in the context of
quad meshes. The index theory classifies the singularities of
a vector field and studies their relation with the topology of
the underlying manifold (see [Yau05] for a historical per-
spective). Similar theory exists for cross fields ([RVLL08]).
In quad mesh context, field singularities correspond to the
extraordinary vertices of quad meshes. Another important
concept in the vector and cross field setting is separatrices,
i.e. integral lines starting at singularities. In the cases when
all separatrices also end at singularities, they define a natural
partition of the manifold. The quad mesh counterpart of a
separatrix corresponds to a path of edges connecting an ex-
traordinary vertex to another extraordinary vertex or bound-
ary (see Fig. 18 and Sec. 4.3.1 for more details).

Quad meshes can be loosely classified into several classes,
based on the degree of regularity (Figure 1):

• A regular mesh, or a geometry image [GGH02], can be
globally mapped to a rectangular subset of a square tiling,
Regular meshes have a limited scope of applicability as
these are suitable for surfaces of disk or toroidal topol-
ogy only (a toroidal topology mesh can be obtained by
identifying the opposite sides of a regular mesh without
introducing irregular vertices).

• A quad mesh is semi-regular if it is obtained by gluing,
in a conforming way, several regular 2D arrays of quads
side to side. Each such regular submesh is called a patch,

and the number of patches is assumed to be much smaller
than the total number of facets. In the context of FEM,
a semi-regular mesh is called a multi-block grid (blocks
corresponding to patches). In a semi-regular quad mesh,
all vertices that are internal to patches or lie along their
boundary edges are regular, while only vertices that lie at
corners of patches may possibly be extraordinary. Semi-
regular meshes represent the most important class in terms
of applications.

• A quad mesh is valence semi-regular if most of its ver-
tices have valence 4. All semi-regular meshes are valence
semi-regular, but not every valence semi-regular mesh can
be partitioned into a small number of patches. While most
authors conform to the definition of semi-regular given
above, some authors use the term semi-regular to refer to
valence semi-regular. However, the distinction is impor-
tant as the difference between these two classes can be
really dramatic (see Sec. 4.3) and has a significant impact
on possible applications. Differentiating these two classes
of quad meshes allows us to differentiate more precisely
the algorithms that aim at producing meshes with a patch
structure, from those algorithms that minimize the num-
ber of irregular vertices only.

• A quad mesh is unstructured if a large fraction of its ver-
tices are irregular. An unstructured mesh is obtained for
instance from splitting each facet of an arbitrary triangle
mesh into three quads.

Note that, while the first class has a precise definition,
there is a continuum of meshes joining the other three
classes. The two parameters of this continuum are the num-
ber of irregular vertices and the minimal number of patches
the mesh can be partitioned into. Starting from an unstruc-
tured mesh (most vertices are irregular), and decreasing the
number of irregular vertices, results in a transition to a va-
lence semi-regular mesh. A valence semi-regular mesh may
have a large minimal number of patches (which can be ob-
tained by partitioning the mesh along all separatrices); mod-
ifying the valence semi-regular mesh structure to reduce the
number of patches leads to a semi-regular mesh. For any
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Valence Semi-Regular 

Some points with 
valence 3 and others 

valence of 5 –  
Probably Ideal 

Bommes et al: State of the Art in Quad Meshing 



MoWvaWon	–	Subdivision	&	Hamiltonian	Paths	

Different	colored	loops	(poly-chords)	are	
Hamiltonian	loops/paths	•  Loops	formed	through	all	

triangles	connected	by	a	
triangular	node	

•  Each face part of only 
one distinct loop 
(unique) 

•  Each cell centroid 
intersected by loops of 
different colors	

Sitaraman & 
Roget 

Hamiltonian Paths Provide 
Unique Structure: 
•  High-Order Reconstruction 
•  Line Implicit 



Subdivision of triangle into 
quadrilaterals

⌘

⇣

Strand template

Unit directional 
vectors 

Root 

Tip 

Node 
distribution 

along strand Multiple 
layers 

Strand 

⇠

⌘⇣

Cell 
coordinates 

Strands and associated cell 
coordinates

Three-
dimensional 
surface loop 

•  Volume	domain	formed	by	“stacking”	mulWple	Hamiltonian	path	layers	à	hexes	
•  Strands	formed	by	extruding	the	surface	mesh	in	wall	normal	direcWon	

All-Hex	strand	“unstructured” mesh,	but	solver	can	look	structured	

Govindarajan, Jung and Baeder: HAMSTR 

•  Layers	are	connected	with	strands	and	form	the	third	spaWal	cell	coordinate	

MoWvaWon	–	Strand	Grids	(if	3-D)	



SpaWal	DiscreWzaWon	

                   gives a 3rd order scheme on regular grids 

• 	Spa?al	discre?za?on	schemes	similar	to	those	of	a	structured	grid	
• 	MUSCL	reconstruc?on	is	implemented	with	Koren’s	limiter	

 = 1/3



3-D,	Finite	volume,	Navier–Stokes	solver	
•  Exploit	Hamiltonian	Paths	–	Lines	in	3-D	
•  3rd	order	RK,	Euler	Implicit	or	2nd	order	BDF	in	Wme	
•  Line	implicit	inversion	using	ADI,	DDADI	and	DDLGS	
•  Space:		

–  3rd	order	MUSCL	or	5th	order	WENO/CRWENO	inviscid	flux	reconstruc?on	along	lines	
–  2nd	order	central	difference	viscous	flux		

•  Spalart–Allmaras	turbulence	with	laminar/turbulent	transiWon	model	
•  Deforming	meshes	&	Parallelized	using	MPI;	Overset	mesh	capabiliWes	

Strands can cross

Transition to 
background mesh 

before strand 
crossover

Near body 
HAMSTR mesh

Off-body 
structured mesh Solver 

requires	
all	

quads	
(hexes)	

Jung, 
Govindarajan, 

& Baeder 

MoWvaWon	–	Strand	Grids	(if	3-D)	



	

•  Mesh	GeneraWon	Designed	for	use	with	HAMSTR	flow	solver		
–  Surface	mesh	genera?on	as	a	pre-processor	
–  Take	advantage	of	Hamiltonian	paths	(poly-chords)	

•  Indirect	Method	
–  Transform	triangular	mesh	into	all-quad	mesh	
–  Would	like	to	avoid	smoothing	
–  Based	on	Q-Tran	but	with	some	addi?onal	steps	
–  Preserve	important	surface	features	of	the	geometry	
–  Extendable	to	ini?ally	hybrid	or	quad-dominant	meshes	

•  Fast	and	AutomaWc	
–  Robust,	work	on	complex	geometries	
–  Automa?c,	no	user	interven?on	or	iden?fica?on	

•  Generate	Normal	Vectors	
–  Extrude	layers	from	geometry	surface	
–  Suitable	for	strand	genera?on	in	3-D	mesh	

HAMSTRAN	–	All-Quad	Mesh	GeneraWon	



Catmull-Clark subdivision on 
Robin fuselage surface mesh  

HAMSTRAN method on 
Robin fuselage surface 

mesh 

Hamiltonian paths Hamiltonian paths 

•  Algorithm is fast and automatic 
•  Generates longer Hamiltonian paths 
•  Solver does not care if a Hamiltonian path crosses itself! 
•  Generates all-quad surface mesh, as well as normal vectors for 3D 

strand generation (not shown) 
 

HAMSTRAN	Example	–	Robin	Fuselage	



Robin Helicopter Fuselage 3-D Surface 

All-quad mesh using 
HAMSTRAN Catmull-Clark Subdivision 

Initial triangular mesh 

Meshing	
Method	

Number	of	
original	
cells	

Number	of	
cells	

Average	
skewness	

Standard	
deviaWon	

VerWces	
with	good	
valence	

VerWces	
with	bad	
valence	

Catmull-
Clark	 2096	 6288	 0.3962	 0.0491	 3147	 3143	

HAMSTRAN	 2096	 2180	 0.1950	 0.1573	 1754	 428	

HAMSTRAN	Example	–	Robin	Fuselage	



• Mach	=	0.1,	AoA	=	00	(All	Mach	correcWon)	

• Re	=	1,600,000	(Fully	turbulent	flow)	
• 8,720	surface	quadrilateral	elements	
• 3rd	order	reconstrucWon	

Mach number contour on longitudinal slice •  Flow separation occurs at ramp section   

•  Well predicted both attached and 
separated flow region compared reference 
results 

•  Deviations at flow separation region 
between different solvers and meshes 

•  About 3X speed up with less number of 
cells  

 
Surface Pressure 

Turbulent	Flow	–	Robin	Fuselage	



Double Shock 
captured and 

compares well 
with experimental 

data 
(not shown) Hybrid Surface Mesh for OneraM6 Wing  

(portion near wing tip) 

Surface  Hamiltonian Paths 

Surface  Pressure – Transonic Flow 

Hybrid	Mesh	–	ONERA	M6	



•  Line-based	mulWple	mesh	paradigms	for	realisWc	complex	geometries		

•  MulWple	compuWng	architectures	(CPU	and	GPU)	in	Python	IntegraWon	Framework	

•  PracWcal	solvers	need	to	handle	structural	deformaWons	(e.g.	blade)	in	mesh	system	and	consider	

laminar-turbulent	transiWon	effect	

Complex rotor hub 
geometry 

Rotor-fuselage flow calculation obtained  
on multiple computing architectures 

Blade	mesh	using	either		
structured	or	unstructured	
methods	

Meshes	connected	through		
an	overset	framework	

Background	
Cartesian	Grid		
on	GPU	

SoluWon	around		
fuselage	using		
line-based	unstructured	grids	on	CPU	

Heterogeneous	CompuWng	



•  Data	exchanges	between	codes	every	sub-iteraWon	is	necessary	
•  Each	codes	are	wrapped	in	Python	as	a	module	
•  TIOGA	used	to	exchange	data	without	file-IO	by	sharing	CPU	
memory	between	codes	

Flowchart showing function calls though Python 

TIOGA : Overset grid 
assembler 

Python	IntegraWon	Framework	



Zoomed-in  
airfoil L.E 

Inviscid	mesh	deformaWon	using	
spring	analogy	

Viscous	mesh	deformaWon	using	algebraic	method	
•  High	aspect	ra:o	cell	element	for	high	Reynolds	number	flows	
•  Wall	normal	direc:on	is	conserved	by	rigid	mo:on	assump:on		
•  Much	faster	than	spring	analogy	

•  Mesh	deformaWon	is	performed	by	combining	two	methods	
•  Robust	spring	analogy	obtained	using	ball-vertex	method	and	Gauss-Seidel	

method	for	good	convergence	
•  Applied	on	fish	locomoWon	simulaWon	to	predict	thrust	of	fish	swimming	
•  Grid	velocity	is	calculated	using	volume	sweep	to	saWsfy	geometric	

conservaWon	law	(GCL)	
•  High	aspect	strand	grid	(3D)	near	wall	uWlizes	algebraic	method	

Application on fish locomotion Thrust (drag) history by fish swimming  

Lift 

Thrust = -Drag 

Mesh	DeformaWon	



Key components of the simulated rotor hub 

Rotor hub experiment at Penn State University (Reich et al., 2013)  

Number	of	surface	elements	

Coarse	Mesh	 Fine	Mesh	
Quadrilateral	(Triangles)	 32,760	(10,920)	 84,738	(28,246)	

 Quadrilateral element on the surface  

Fine Mesh 

Coarse Mesh 

•  Hub model includes features of hub arms, spiders, swashplate, and scissors 
•  Test section wall are simulated to consider blockage area effect (~3%) 
•  Initial triangle based surface mesh was generated 

Rotor	Hub	Grid	System	



Hub	Volume	(Nearbody	domain)	

Coarse	Mesh	 Fine	Mesh	
Prism	 284,180	 649,658	

Tetrahedon	 248,652	 493,143	

Total	(Hex.)	 1,847,148	 3,921,546	

Tetrahedron to Cartesian  

Cartesian	mesh	(Background	domain)	

HAMSTR	 GARFIELD	
Min.	spacing	 0.04R	 0.02R	

Total	cells	 2,332,080	 10,594,056	

Background	Cartesian	
(staWonary)	

Unstructured	
near-body	(rotaWng)	

50	shaJ	Wlt	

Multiple type of volume mesh information 

•  Unstructured volume grid around 
complex hub geometry was created 
(prismatic layer, 1e-5 near surface and 
transition to tetrahedron) 

•  Cartesian background grid is 
connected using overset technique 

Prism (22 layers) to Tetrahedron   

Rotor	Hub	Grid	System	



Instantaneous surface pressure at 0° Azim. 

Surface pressure variations on rotating hub  

•  4/rev signal of drag from hub arms 
•  2/rev signal of drag from hub 

scissors 
Reverse flow 

region 

Different Scissor position 

RotaWng	Rotor	Hub	Surface	Pressures	



•  Wakes with various frequencies captured which can interact with empennage and tail   
•  Wake structures are evenly distributed over the span 
•  Vortex shedding takes place at retreating side with mainly 4/rev signal 

Flow direction 

Retreating side 

Advancing side 

Side view at y=-0.5R plane 

Strouhal shedding from 
retreating side  

Upper view at z=0 plane 

z = 0 

y = -0.5R 

Vorticity contours at wake region 

RotaWng	Rotor	Hub	Wake	Structure	



Outline	of	Recent	Work	
•  Algorithms	and	Programming	

Ø  Compact	ReconstrucAon	Weighted	EssenAally	Non-Oscillatory	
Ø  Implicit	Hole	Cubng	/	Overset	/	Vortex	Tracking	Grids	
Ø  GPGPU	programming,	ParAcles	

•  “Unstructured”	Meshing	
Ø  Hamiltonian	Paths	/	Strands	
Ø  Quadrilateral	/	Hexahedral	Meshing	
Ø  GPGPU	programming,	Python	for	infrastructure	

•  Fluid	Physics	
Ø  Laminar/Turbulent	Transi?on	Modeling,	Adverse	Pressure	Gradient	
Ø  Delayed	Detached	Eddy	Simula?on	(DDES)	and	length	scales	

•  Beyond	Tradi:onal	CFD	
Ø Uncertainty	Quan?fica?on	
Ø  Adjoints	on	GPU	



Laminar	/	Turbulent	TransiWon	

•  High	advance	raWo	forward	flight	
•  Large	regions	of	low	Re	transiWonal	

flow	on	retreaWng	side	
•  Can	affect	airloads	predicWon	if	ignored	

–	Cl_max,	AoAstall,	Cd	
	

•  Laminar-Turbulent	transiWon	
•  Increased	viscous	drag	
•  Natural,	separaWon-induced,	and	

crossflow	transiWon	
	

•  TransiWon	modeling	requirements	
•  Accurate	and	robust	
•  CompaWble	with	RANS	solvers	
•  ComputaWonally	efficient	

TransiWon	onset	

Skin	FricWon	Jump	

Empiricism, similar to turbulent modeling (not first principles, but closer!) 
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OverTURNS:	Overset	
Transonic	Unsteady	Rotor	

Navier-Stokes	

GARFIELD:	GPU	
Accelerated	Navier-

Stokes	Solver	

Turbulence	model	 One	equa:on	SA	model	with	rota:onal	correc:on	

Spa:al	reconstruc:on	 WENO5,	MUSCL,	CRWENO	(Roe’s	with	All	Mach)	

Viscous	flux	calcula:on	 2nd	order	central	scheme	

Implicit	Time	marching	 2nd	order	BDF	scheme	with	dual	:me	stepping	

Line	based	(DDLGS,	LU-SGS,	DADI)	

Overset (TIOGA), Grid motion and MPI capability 

DDES Method: Various turbulence length scales and new shielding 

Laminar-Turbulent transition modeling (Medida and Baeder) 

Blue Crab and Deepthought 2 HPC clusters 

Large number of iterations to obtain statistical convergence for DDES 

HAMSTR:	
Hamiltonian	
Strand	Solver	

OVERFLOW:	
w/UTRC	

ComputaWonal	Framework	



Dγ
Dt

= Pγ −Dγ +Mγ

VISCOUS	WALL	

γ		=	1.0	

γ		=	0.0	
γ		=	1.0	Laminar	

Turbulent	

TransiWonal	

Freestream	

γ-Reθ	TransiWon	Model	for	k-ω	Turbulence	Model		
(Langtry,	2004)	

Onset criterion 

β =
max Rev( )
2.193.Reθ

>1, Rev =
ρy2S
µ

Key Innovation 
Mean-flow based 
fully local onset 

criterion 

Vorticity Rey. No 
------------------------------------ 

Transition Momentum 
Thickness Rey. No 

D Reθt( )
Dt

= Pθt −Dθt +Mθt

Experimental 
Correlations 

•  		

•  Two	transport	equaWons	(P	–	ProducWon,	D	–	DestrucWon,	M	–	diffusion)	

•  TransiWon	Momentum	Thickness	Reynolds	Number	–	Reθt	=	fn(Tu	∞	,	λ)	

•  Intermieency	–	0	(laminar)	≤	γ	≤	1	(turbulent),	Pγ	=	Fn(β)	



Spalart-Allmaras Model ⇒  Dµt

Dt
= Pµ −Dµ +Mµ

Modified S-A Model ⇒  Dµt

Dt
= γPµ −Dµ +Mµ

•  SA	destruc?on	term	not	
modified	(AHS	Forum	‘13)	

Original	

Transi?on	onset	criterion	not	sa?sfied	at	edges	of	turbulent	BL	

Rev
2.193.Reθ

Improved	

Blue	–	OFF	

Red	–	ON	

•  Modified	Intermikency	produc?on	and	destruc?on	terms	(AHS	Forum	‘13)	(Empirical)	

Flat	Plate	

Intermieency	

Contours	

Rev =
ρy2S
µ

γ-Reθ	Model	for	Spalart-Allmaras	Turbulence	Model	

Medida-Baeder Transition Model Based on Langtry-Mentor Transition Model 

But, no longer completely local … still not Galilean invariant 

•  No γsep 

•  Convergence	similar	to	fully	turbulent	(since	starts	with	γ	=	1	everywhere)	



AerospaWale-A	Airfoil	–		
TransiWon	Onset	at	12%	Chord	

•  Separa:on-induced	transiAon	at	12%	
chord	on	upper	surface	
–  nega:ve	skin	fric:on	

•  Fully-turbulent	BL	predicted	by	baseline	
S-A	and	SST	k-w	turbulence	models	

•  γ-Reθ-SA	and	γ-Reθ-k-ω	models	captures	
transi:on	onset	

M = 0.15, Re = 2.1 x 106, AoA = 13.1o 

Intermittency Eddy Viscosity 

What	about	at	typical	Reynolds	number	–	2,100,000?	



Eppler387	Airfoil	

•  Tu	=	0.03	%	

Streamline	 Eddy	viscosity	Skin	
fricWon	

Surface	pressure	

What	about	at	moderate	Reynolds	number,	200,000?	

•  No	separate	γsep	to	capture	separa?on	bubble	
•  Very	long	separa?on	bubble		
•  Bubble	terminates	with	strong	recircula?ng	flow	that	triggers	transi?on	
•  Laminar	separa?on	bubble	contributes	to	pressure	bump	on	airfoil	



University	of	Maryland	 Alfred	Gessow	RotorcraJ	Center	

Upper	Surface	Skin	FricWon	 Upper	Surface	Laminar	SeparaWon	&	Turbulent	Reaeachment	

Eppler387	Airfoil	

•  Tu	=	0.03	%	

•  No	separate	γsep	to	capture	separa?on	bubble	
•  Trends	with	AoA	well	captured	

What	about	at	moderate	Reynolds	number,	200,000?	



University	of	Maryland	 Alfred	Gessow	RotorcraJ	Center	Eppler387	Airfoil	

•  Tu	=	0.03	%	

Slightly	higher,	but	s?ll	moderate	Reynolds	number	(400,000)	

•  Improves	li:	curve	slope	and	drag	for	moderate	AoA	



Alfred	Gessow	RotorcraJ	Center	

Upper	Surface	TransiWon	Onset	LocaWons	

NACA(64)015-A	–	High	Reynolds	Numbers	

What	trends	as	go	to	very	high	Reynolds	numbers?	

•  Excellent	PredicWon	up	to	40	million	Reynolds	number	and	beyond	



•  Improved	drag	predicWon	at	lower	AoA	with	SA-transiWon	model	
•  Need	3-D	DDES	simulaWons	for	improved	predicWon	near	and	post-stall	

University	of	Maryland	 Alfred	Gessow	RotorcraJ	Center	MulW-element	Airfoil	Sim.	–	SC2110	w/	Slat	

Re	=	4x106	

What	about	mul?-element	airfoils?	



Crossflow	TransiWon	Onset	Criterion	

•  Infinite	swept-wing	experiments	(Dagenhart,	1992)	
•  NLF(2)-0415	airfoil	secWon,	Sweep	angle	=	45o	
•  Pure	crossflow	instability	on	upper	surface	at	-4o	AoA	
•  VariaWon	of	transiWon	onset	locaWon	with	freestream	Reynolds	number	

ReMCF =
UCF R
υ

FBL

UCF = u.r1 + v.r2 + w.r3
Reynolds	
Number	

CFD	Onset	
LocaWon	

Expt	Onset	
LocaWon	

1.92x106	 0.68	 0.70	-	0.85	

2.37x106	 0.52	 0.48	–	0.68	

2.73x106	 0.43	 0.40	–	0.65	

3.27x106	 0.35	 0.20	–	0.45	

3.73x106	 0.32	 0.20	–	0.40	

ReMCF	onset	criterion	in	good	

agreement	with	experimental	data	



ONERA-M6 
Schmitt (1975) 

Improved	transiWon	onset	predicWons	
using	new	crossflow	onset	criterion,	
ReMCF_2	

ONERA	M6	Wing	with	Crossflow	TransiWon	Modeling	

Baseline Improved Baseline Improved 

ReMCF_2	onset	criterion	is	NOT	in	

good	agreement	with	

experimental	data	for	prolate	

spheroid,	also	not	Galilean	

invariant	

•  Cross-flow	needs	more	work	to	become	robust	for	all	geometries	



APG	CorrecWon	for	SA	Turbulence	Model	

•  Spalart-Allmaras	model	calibrated	separately	for	each	layer	
•  When	δ-criterion	crosses	threshold,	increase	turbulence	destrucWon	through	

damping	funcWon	of	turbulence	destrucWon	term	

•  fw	is	1.0	in	log-layer	and	decreases	towards	edge	of	boundary	layer	

•  Under	strong	APG,	fw	decays	too	quickly		

•  Decrease	value	of	“von	Karman	constant”	from	0.41	to	0.26,	only	to	improve		
turbulence	model	sensiWvity	

β =max tanh δ −1.0( ), 0.0"# $%,15.0 βκα −=

r = ν
Ωκ 2d 2

r = ν
Ωα 2d 2
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2-D	StaWc	Stall	PredicWon	–		
NACA0012	(6	million	Reynolds)	

NACA	0012	

Re	=	6x106	

Tests	on	thick	wind	turbine	airfoils	show	moderate	gains;	need	to	improve	model	calibraWon	
	

Machine	Learning??	

APG-modificaWon	increases	turbulence	destrucWon	under	strong	APG,	thus	allowing	the	
boundary	layer	to	separate	earlier	



TransiWon	Modeling	/	DDES	Shielding	(Hybrid	RANS/LES)	

•  Decreased	SSM	Length	scale	weakens	shielding	capability	of	DDES	method	

•  Altered	shielding	beneficial	for	near-stall	separated	flow	

•  Weakened	shielding:	Modeled	Stress	Deple:on		
				in	aLached	boundary	layer	
	

•  Conven:onal	shielding	func:on	fd	of	DDES	method	

	
•  Re-calibra:on	of	fd	and	rd	parameters	to	strengthen	the	shielding	func:on.	

69	

DDES-SSM,	α=	4⁰	

Conven:onal	Shielding	

Fully	turbulent	zero	pressure	gradient	flow	over	flat	plate	

Quasi	2D	setup	similar	to	Spalart	et	al.	 Span-wise	spacing	~	0.0002		

BCs	same	as	NASA	 0.1δ	mesh	spacing	near	BL	



Shielding	funcWon:	fd	and	rd	calibraWon	

 
 
 
 
 
 

ConvenWonal	
 
 
 
 
 
 

BEST	SUITED	



VR12:	Dynamic	simulaWons	

71 

Re	=	2.1	million	

Mach	=	0.3		

Reduce	freq.	=	0.1	



Reynolds	number	=	2.1	million	

Reduce	frequency	=	0.1	 Mach	=	0.3		

	
	
	

•  Mean	from	four	cycles	aqer	sta:s:cal	convergence	
•  Cycle-to-cycle	varia:on	negligible	for	RANS	model	
•  DDES-Max	exhibited	slight	cycle-to-cycle	unsteadiness	during	down	stroke	
•  Overall	trends	deviate	from	experiment	

VR12	Dynamic	Stall	SimulaWons	

72 

RANS DDES-Max Experiment11 



	
	
•  Substan:al	cycle-to-cycle	varia?on	near	stall	and	down	stroke	
•  Varia:ons	similar	to	experimental	data	
•  Two	li:	peaks:	secondary	and	primary	peaks	of	same	order	

–  Mul:ple	dynamic	stall	vor:ces	
•  Strong	history	effects:		

–  Accurate	predic:on	at	upstroke	à	beLer	predic:on	at	downstroke	
	

DDES-SSM:	Cycle-to-Cycle	LiJ	VariaWon	

73	

DDES-SSM	 Experiment11	



S-76	Rotor:	Flow	SeparaWon	near	Tip	
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Collec:ve	pitch	of	8⁰	

FSTI	of	2.0%	 Fully	Turbulent	

•  8⁰	Collec:ve	
–  Conven:onal	shielding:		

slightly	disturbed	vor:city	
–  New	shielding:	ALached	flow	

•  9.25⁰	Collec:ve	
–  Both	shielding	exhibit	

highly	disturbed	vor:city	

•  New	shielding	able	to		
transi:on	from	aLached	
flow	to	separated	flow	
with	increase	in	collec:ve	

FSTI	of	2.0%	 Fully	Turbulent	

Collec:ve	pitch	of	9.25⁰	

•  		



S-76	Rotor:	Figure	of	Merit	

75	

	

•  Good	agreement	with	experiment	at	FSTI	at	2.0%+	
•  Delay	in	flow	separa:on	because	of	change	in	shielding	has	no	effect	on	FM	
•  No	undesirable	coupling	between	TransiAon	model	and	the	new	shielding	
•  Converges	similar	to	fully	turbulent	simulaAon	



Outline	of	Recent	Work	

•  Algorithms	and	Programming	
Ø  Compact	ReconstrucAon	Weighted	EssenAally	Non-Oscillatory	
Ø  Implicit	Hole	Cubng	/	Overset	/	Vortex	Tracking	Grids	
Ø  GPGPU	programming,	ParAcles	

•  “Unstructured”	Meshing	
Ø  Hamiltonian	Paths	/	Strands	
Ø  Quadrilateral	/	Hexahedral	Meshing	
Ø  GPGPU	programming,	Python	for	infrastructure	

•  Fluid	Physics	
Ø  Laminar/Turbulent	TransiAon	Modeling,	Adverse	Pressure	Gradient	
Ø  Delayed	Detached	Eddy	SimulaAon	(DDES)	and	length	scales	

•  Beyond	TradiWonal	CFD	
Ø Uncertainty	Quan?fica?on	
Ø  Adjoints	on	GPU	



•  CFD	models	physical	world	
–  Uncertainty	is	present	in	the	physical	world	
–  However,	tradi:onal	CFD	simula:ons	omit	uncertainty	

•  Uncertainty	QuanWficaWon	(UQ):	Determine	how	input	uncertainWes	
propagate	and	affect	final	results	
–  Confidence	Intervals	
–  True	expected	means	
–  Sta:s:cal	Variance	

•  UQ	can	be	used	for:	
–  BeLer	Decision-Making	
–  More	Accurate	Valida:on	
–  More	Robust	Designs	

Uncertainty	QuanWficaWon	

Reproduced	from	Hu,	et	al.	2009	



MoWvaWon	for	UQ	for	FSTI	

•  ApplicaWon	of	UQ	of	freestream	turbulence	intensity	(FSTI)	on	
airfoil	aerodynamics	
–  TransiWon	from	laminar	to	turbulent	flow	results	in	increase	in	viscous	drag	

•  Dependent	on	FSTI,	surface	curvature,	surface	roughness,	etc.	
•  What	about	liq	and	pitching	moment?	

–  Transi:on	results	in	non-linear	trends	in	aerodynamic	coefficients	
•  Gaussian	input		may	result	in	non-Gaussian	output	

–  Uncertainty	in	FSTI	
•  UQ	can	be	used	to	determine	true	mean	and	staWsWcal	variance	of	
aerodynamic	coefficients	



UQ	-	DefiniWons	

•  Uncertainty:	Poten:al	deficiency	due	to	lack	of	knowledge	
•  Aleatory	Uncertainty	

–  Uncertainty	associated	with	inherent	randomness/variaWon	in	a	popula:on	
–  Irreducible	uncertainty	
–  Associated	probability	distribu:on	(i.e.	Gaussian,	uniform,	etc.)	
–  Examples:	Variance	in	wind	speed;	Reynold’s	number;	FSTI	

•  Epistemic	Uncertainty	
–  Uncertainty	associated	with	a	model’s	failings	due	to	lack	of	knowledge	
–  Reducible	à	Research	can	improve	model	&	reduce/eliminate	epistemic	uncertainty	
–  Examples:	Turbulence	or	transi:on	model	assump:ons	

•  Non-intrusive	Techniques:	
–  Does	not	require	modifica:on	of	the	determinis:c	func:on/model	
–  Simple	to	implement	
–  Use	certain	methods	to	select	inputs	of	model	&	calculate	UQ	sta:s:cs	from	output	

•  Intrusive	Techniques:	
–  Require	“:nkering	under	the	hood”	of	the	model	
–  Modifica:on	of	the	determinis:c	func:on/model	



UQ	Applied	to	CFD	

•  Consider	each	CFD	simula:on	to	be	func:on:	!="(% )	
–  % 	is	the	vector	of	inputs	for	the	CFD	simula:on	

•  Ex.	Mach	number,	Reynolds	number,	angle	of	aLack,	FSTI
–  !	are	the	output	quan::es	of	interest	(QOI)	

•  Ex.	Aerodynamic	coefficients	

•  Uncertainty	in	% 	à	 % 	and	!	become	stochasWc	variables	
–  Stochas:c	input	% 	has	a	given	distribu:on,	mean,	and	standard	devia:on	
–  UQ	techniques	can	be	used	to	determine	distribu:on,	mean	and	standard	

devia:ons	of	stochas:c	output	!	
–  Standard	deviaWon	(σ)	is	a	measure	of	the	sensiWvity	of	output	! to	

uncertainty	in	% 	



UQ	Techniques	–	Monte	Carlo	Method	

•  Law	of	large	numbers:	As	the	frequency	of	a	probabilis:c	method	increases,	the	
mean	of	the	results	will	converge	to	the	expected/theore:cal	mean	

•  Use	a	large	number	of	inputs	with	desired	probability	distribu:on	

Reproduced	from	WiLwer,	
2004	



UQ	Techniques	-	StochasWc	CollocaWon	

•  Apply	quadrature	to	integrate	integrands	with	stochas:c	variables	
•  Calculate	expected	mean	#(y)	using	probability	density	func:on	fy	

•  Normal	probability	distribu:on	à	Gauss-Hermite	Quadrature	
	

•  Gauss-Hermite	Quadrature:	Approximates	integrals	of	the	
following	form:	



UQ	Non-Intrusive	Techniques	Overview	

StochasWc	CollocaWon	
•  Simple,	non-intrusive	
•  Easy	to	implement	
•  Faster	convergence	than	
Monte	Carlo	but	sWll	can	
be	cost	prohibiWve	

•  Limited	by	node	selecWon	
•  More	difficult	to	
implement	for	
mulWdimensional	space	

Monte	Carlo	
•  Simple,	non-intrusive	
•  Easy	to	implement	
•  Universally	applicable	

•  Including	
mulWdimensional	
space	

•  Large	number	of	runs	à	
Cost	prohibiWve	

•  Slow	to	converge	



Reducing	ComputaWonal	Cost	–	Surrogate	Surface	

•  Approximates	relaWonship	between	QOIs	and	uncertain	input	parameters	
•  Method:	

–  Run	parametric	sweep	through	uncertain	input	
–  Interpolate	between	the	points	in	the	sweep	to	create	surface	
–  Use	Piecewise	Cubic	Hermite	InterpolaWng	Polynomial	(PCHIP)	

•  High	overhead	cost	
•  Minimal	computaWonal	cost	to	run	hundreds	of	thousands	of	simula:ons	once	
surrogate	surface	is	computed	

M	=	0.2,	Re	=	2.0x106	
Various	AoA	&	FSTI	



Parametric	Sweeps	

Freestream	CondiWons	for	Parametric	Sweeps	

Airfoil	 Mach	Number	 Reynolds	
Number	(x106)	

Angle	of	Aeack	
(degrees)	

FSTI	
(Percent)	

S809	 0.2	 2.0	 -4	to	12	 0.05	to	5	

NACA	0012	 0.2	 0.5,	1.0,	2.0,	4.0	 0	to	12	 0.05	to	5	

SC1095	 0.2,	0.4,	0.6,	0.7,	0.8	 2.0	 -4	to	12*	 0.05	to	5	

RC(4)-10	 0.2,	0.4,	0.6,	0.7,	0.8	 2.0	 -4	to	12*	 0.05	to	5	

•  Based on parametric sweep and surrogate surface, the 1.0% 
FSTI with standard deviation of 0.3333% case was selected 
for most UQ analysis 
Ø  Aerodynamic coefficients experience most change as FSTI 

varies between 0.05% and 2.0% 



Example:	S809	Parametric	Sweep	

•  Monotonic	cubic	interpolaWon	
•  Large	changes	between	0.5%	and	2%	FSTI	at	low	AoA	
•  More	gradual	changes	at	higher	AoA	

M	=	0.2,	Re	=	2.0x106	
Various	AoA	&	FSTI	



Example:	S809	Parametric	Sweep	

AOA	=	0°	 AOA	=	8°	

M	=	0.2,	Re	=	2.0x106	
Various	AoA	&	FSTI	

•  SeparaWon	induced	transiWon	may	switch	to	natural	or	bypass	transiWon	
•  Huge	change	in	drag	at	low	AoA	as	funcWon	of	FSTI	



Convergence	of	UQ	Methods	-	Drag	

S809	Airfoil,	M	=	0.2,	Re	=	2x106	

•  Mean	not	same	as	point-wise	value	at	moderate	AoA	
•  Standard	deviaWon	largest	at	moderate	AoA	



General	ObservaWons	

• Mean	values	of	liJ	and	pitching	moment	were	close	to	the	values	
obtained	with	discrete	FSTI	inputs	(i.e.	without	uncertainty)	

•  Large	standard	devia:on	in	pitching	moment	

S809	Airfoil,	M	=	0.2,	Re	=	2x106,	Mean	Input	FSTI	=	1.0%,	Input	σ	=	0.3333%	



General	ObservaWons	

•  Even	with	a	Gaussian	input	distribu:on	of	FSTI,	the	resul:ng	
output	distribu:on	is	not	always	Gaussian	

S809	Airfoil		
AOA	=	2°,	M	=	0.2,		

Re	=	2x106,		
Input	σ	=	0.3333%,	
Mean	Input	FSTI	=	

4.0%	(top),		
1.5%	(boeom)	

	



General	ObservaWons	

•  Mean	drag	values	differed	from	the	drag	values	obtained	with	discrete	FSTI	
inputs	when	inside	the	drag	bucket	AOA	range.	

•  Standard	deviaWons	of	all	of	the	aerodynamic	coefficients	were	large	enough	to	
be	staWsWcally	relevant.	

S809	Airfoil,	M	=	0.2,	Re	=	2x106,	Mean	
Input	FSTI	=	1.0%,	Input	σ	=	0.3333%	



S809	Results/ObservaWons	

•  Change	in	mean	input	FSTI	results	in	change	in	sensiWvity	

M = 0.2, Re = 2x106, 
Input σ = 0.3333% 



S809	Results/ObservaWons	

•  Decrease	in	input	standard	deviaWon	results	in	decrease	in	sensiWvity	

M = 0.2, Re = 2x106, 
Mean Input FSTI = 1.0% 



NACA	0012	Results/ObservaWons	

•  At	Reynolds	number	of	500,000	and	1	million,	a	double	separaWon	bubble	
forms	for	a	range	of	FSTI		values	for	certain	AOA	values	
–  Small	separa:on	bubble	forms,	but	flow	remains	laminar	and	reaLaches,	before	

forming	a	second	bubble	and	transi:oning.	

NACA 0012 Airfoil, M = 0.2, Re = 0.5x106, FSTI = 0.5% 



NACA	0012	Results/ObservaWons	

•  Double	separa:on	bubble	appears	for	certain	threshold	of	FSTI	values	for	each	
AOA.	

•  If	FSTI	changes	slightly	at	this	threshold,	double	separaWon	bubble	forms/
disappears	



NACA	0012	Results/ObservaWons	

•  When	the	double	separaWon	bubble	occurs	near	the	leading	edge,	the	effec:ve	
camber	increases	à	Increase	in	liJ	and	moment	

•  As	the	threshold	values	approach	the	mean	input	FSTI	value,	sensi:vity	
increases	

M = 0.2, Mean Input FSTI = 1.0%, Input σ = 0.3333% 



SC1095	and	RC(4)-10	Results	

•  The	SC1095	airfoil	and	RC(4)-10	airfoil	have	very	similar	profiles	
•  RC(4)-10	has	more	camber	near	the	leading	edge	and	a	flaeer	lower	surface.	

SC1095 Airfoil RC(4)-10 Airfoil 



SC1095	and	RC(4)-10	Results	

RC(4)-10	Flow	
RelaminarizaWon	

M	=	0.4,	Re	=	2x106,	
AOA	=	2°,	FSTI	=	0.5%	



•  Spikes	in	sensiWvity	occur	when	small	changes	in	FSTI	near	the	mean	input	FSTI	
result	in	the	transiWon	locaWon	moving	before,	at,	or	aJer	the	shock	locaWon.	

SC1095	and	RC(4)-10	Results	

SC1095	Airfoil,	
M	=	0.8,	

	Re	=	2x106,		
AOA	=	2°	



ContribuWons	

•  Laid	foundaWon	for	incorpora:ng	UQ	analysis	for	CFD	transi:on	studies.	
–  Similar	procedure	can	be	used	for	other	airfoils/shapes	and	for	other	inputs	besides	

FSTI	

•  Performed	sensiWvity	analysis	for	uncertainty	in	FSTI	
–  Can	be	used	to	bridge	gap	between	experimental	results	and	CFD	results	
–  Can	be	used	in	rotor	design	

•  Performed	extensive	parametric	studies,	varying:	
–  FSTI	
–  AOA	
–  Reynolds	Number	
–  Mach	Number	



UQ	Summary	

•  PDE-based	transiWon	models	are	becoming	widespread	
–  Not	that	much	more	costly	than	base-line	RANS	

•  2-D	airfoil	transiWon	well	modeled	(natural,	separaWon-induced,	bypass)	
–  Moderate	Reynolds	Number	(200,000-500,000)	
–  High	Reynolds	Number	(10-40	million)	
–  MulW-Element	

•  On-going	Research	(roughness-induced,	cross-flow,	Galilean-invariance,ML)	

•  TransiWon	with	DDES	important	for	rotorcraJ	
–  Time-changing	angle	of	aeack	and	free-stream	(blades)	
–  Cross-flow	(blades	and	fuselage)	

•  Uncertainty	QuanWficaWon	
–  Can	invesWgate	2-D	integrated	liJ,	drag	and	pitching	moment	as	funcWon	of	FSTI	
–  Mean	value	can	be	quite	different	from	point	value	(drag	in	drag	bucket)	
–  Can	have	non-Gaussian	response	
–  Important	for	robustness	of	designs	



Future	UQ	Work	

•  Experimental	studies	to	determine	if	Gaussian	distribuWon	accurately	models	
uncertainty	–	look	at	Weibull	or	Rayleigh	distribu:on?	

•  Further	review	of	parametric	study	data	

•  Applica:on	of	UQ	analysis	for	uncertainty	in	other	variables,	such	as	surface	
roughness	

•  Applica:on	of	UQ	analysis	to	three	dimensional	objects,	such	as	rotors	and	
fuselages	if	cross-flow	transi:on	well	modeled	

•  Genera:on	of	uncertainty	“reference	tables”	for	various	airfoils	
•  PropagaWon	of	uncertainty	from	aerodynamic	coefficients	to	examine	impact	
on	performance,	vibraWons,	and/or	acousWcs	
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(a) Surface unstructured mesh (b) Hamiltonian loops on surface 

(c) Volume mesh (d) Curved strand grids 
Fig. 23. Longitudinal slice of the mesh system around the Robin fuselage highlighting the curved strands in regions of
concave fuselage surface.

Stagnation 
point

Stagnation 
point

Flow 
acceleration

Flow 
deceleration

Zero velocity on
 fuselage surface

Flow 
recirculationInviscid Laminar 

TURNS (Inviscid)
Panel method

Hamiltonian (Inviscid)
TURNS (Laminar)
Hamiltonian (Laminar)

All results are computed in third-order

TURNS (Inviscid)
Hamiltonian (Inviscid)
TURNS (Laminar)
Hamiltonian (Laminar)

(a) Mach number contour on surface and longitudinal slice 

(b) Surface pressure distribution (c) Convergence histories 

Fig. 24. Flow solution over the Robin fuselage at Mach number 0.3 highlighting: (a) Mach contours, (b) Pressure distri-
bution over the longitudinal plane, (c) Residual development.

18

Conclusion:	SWll	Towards	Higher	Fidelity	

•  SystemaWcally	improve	rotorcraJ	CFD	simulaWons	
Ø  Incorporate	more	relevant	physics	

Ø  MulW-Disciplinary	(AeroacousWcs,	CFD/CSD/trim,	parWcles,	etc.)	
Ø  MulW-Fidelity	(Wake	coupling	to	Lagrangian	FVW,	etc.)	
Ø  Servos	(flaps,	slats,	morphing,	etc.)	and	flow	control	(ZMSJ)	
Ø  MulW-scales	(transiWon,	large	eddies,	vorWces,	etc.)	

Ø  Handle	more	complex	geometries	
Ø  MulW-rotor	systems	(quad	Wlt-rotor,	coaxial,	etc.)	
Ø  MulW-scales	(boundary	layers,	eddies,	vorWces,	etc.)	
Ø  Complicated	surfaces	(fuselage,	hub,	boom,	tail,	wings,	etc.)	

• How	to	accomplish	this?	
•  ConWnue	hard	work,	fast	computers,	cleverness	&	new	algorithms!	
•  Physics	and	algorithms	and	complex	geometry	needs:		

•  Cross-flow	transi?on,	IDDES,	fluidics,	generalized	6-DOF?		
•  CRWENO,	GPGPU,	Hamiltonian	Solver,	Heterogeneous,	Adjoint?	
•  MAV/UAV,	Interac?onal	aerodynamics,	Wind	energy,	Design,	Acous?cs	



•  One	Year	ExploraWon	Study	/	Make	Langley	Contacts	
•  Further	opWmizing	GARFIELD	(3-D	code)	

Ø  Explore	interleaving	techniques	to	decrease	communicaWon	overhead	
between	GARFIELD	and	TIOGA	

Ø  Examine	direct	GPU-GPU	transfer	

•  GPU-based	CFD	Adjoint	Solver	
Ø  Literature	survey	to	ensure	no	CUDA	based	auto-differenWaWon	
Ø  Probably	look	at	discrete	adjoint,	but	possibly	conWnuous	
Ø  Use	python	SciPy	opWmizaWon	library	
Ø  Euler	equaWons	in	2-D	for	shape	opWmizaWon	(Hicks-Henne	Bump	funcWons)	
Ø  Once	explicit	Wme	marching	is	working	extend	to	implicit	Wme	marching	
Ø  Implement	viscous	terms	and	Spalart-Almaras	one	equaWon	turbulence	
Ø  Shape	opWmizaWon	for	turbulent	flow	around	airfoil	for	max	L/D	

•  Solidify	NASA	Langley	contacts	
Ø  At	NIA	monthly	(along	with	introducing	other	UMD	faculty)	

Adjoint	for	GPU	



University of Maryland College 
Park InteracWonal	

ComputaWonal	InvesWgaWon	of	Coaxial	Rotor	InteracWonal	
Aerodynamics	in	Steady	Forward	Flight	



Micro-Air	Vehicles	

Avian	Flapping	 Ducted	Rotor	 Flapping	Airfoil	

Insect	Flapping	Cyclocopter	 Micro-rotor	IGE	



PI: James D. Baeder (baeder@umd.edu) 
Alfred Gessow Rotorcraft Center of Excellence 

Department of Aerospace Engineering 
University of Maryland, College Park 

Maryland	Offshore	Wind	Farm	
Integrated	Research	

•  Two year research program focused on offshore wind energy, 
funded by Exelon through MHEC/MEA (seed funding) 

Anholt Wind Farm 
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Flatback	Airfoil	

NREL	Phase	IV	

Whale	Tubercle	

Sandia	100m	w/	
Tubercle	



NaWonal	Offshore	Wind	
InnovaWon	Center	(NOW-IC)	

NOW-I-C, A Maryland-Based Research Center of Excellence 

To	 increase	 fundamental	 scien?fic-engineering-economic	 knowledge	and	
innova?on,	 as	 a	Maryland-based	Research	Center	of	 Excellence,	 to	 lower	
the	 cost	 of	 commercializing	 offshore	 wind	 in	 Maryland	 and	 enable	 a	
successful	offshore	wind	industry	in	the	United	States.		



University of Maryland College 
Park Design	CompeWWon	

•  DOE	Collegiate	Wind	Challenge	–	Wind	TERPines	
Ø  1st	Place	Technical	Design	Contest	(2017)	

	

	

•  AHS	InternaWonal	Student	Design	CompeWWon	-	Chezoia	
Ø  1st	Place	Undergraduate	Design	Team	
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Readiness: The systems and technologies explored within Chezoía’s design have been based on 
conservative studies with currently available hardware, software, and algorithms. Due to these 
considerations, the necessary components are readily available to facilitate Chezoía’s immediate 
success, allowing for accelerated usage timelines and developmental cost savings. 

Versatility and adaptability to new missions: The aircraft has been designed with a variety of 
applications and uses throughout the process, ranging from an autonomous testing platform, to a 
central drone mothership, as well as commercial or paramilitary applications as well. With these 
considerations, as well as the ease of transitioning to a piloted flight, Chezoía is ready for 
whatever missions may be necessary. 

  



University of Maryland College 
Park Thank	You!	

Work	could	not	have	been	done	without:	
•  Dedicated	students	and	postdocs	
•  Mentors	and	collaborators	
•  SupporWve	colleagues	and	family	
•  Willing	funding	agencies	
•  Many others in academia and government 


